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HALACHIC AND HASHKAFIC ISSUES IN

CONTEMPORARY SOCIETY
118 - THE MISSING 168 YEARS - PART 2
OU ISRAEL CENTER - WINTER 2019

In Part 1 we saw that there is a fundamental mismatch between the dating system of the Second Temple period as set out in Seder
Olam Rabba and that of the Conventional Chronology for the same period. To restate the issues:
According to Seder Olam:
• From the defeat of Bavel by Persia to the Greek period = 52 years
• These 52 years span 1 Medean + 3 Persian kings: Darius the Mede, Cyrus, Achashverosh, Darius
• Second Temple was built in 351 BCE and destroyed in 69 CE = 420 years
• Second Temple period of 420 years = 34 Persian + 386 Greek/Hasmonean/Roman
• This year is 5779
According to the Conventional Chronology:
• From the defeat of Bavel by Persia to the Greek period = 207 years
• These 207 years span 11 Persian kings: Cyrus, Cambyses, Darius I (the Great), Xerxes, Artaxerxes I, Xerxes II, Darius II, Artaxerxes II,
Artaxerxes III, [ Artaxerxes IV (Arses)], Darius III.
• Second Temple was built in 520 BCE and destroyed in 69 CE = 589 years
• Second Temple period of 589 years = 188 Persian and 401 Greek/Hasmonean/Roman
• Is this the year 5947?
In Part 1 we saw two approaches to resolve the problem. Either (i) Chazal’s calculations are historically correct and the Conventional
Chronology is simply wrong; or (ii) the secular dating is correct and Chazal’s dating is not historically correct (although midrashically
important).
In this shiur we will look at a number of possibilities that Chazal knew with certainty that the Conventional Chronology was correct, but
they PURPOSEFULLY changed the Torah perspective on the dating to achieve a higher purpose.

A] RESOLUTION 3 - C.C. IS CORRECT AND S.O. WAS CONSCIOUSLY ADJUSTED
A1] RABBI SHIMON SCHWAB - MESSIANIC MANIPULATIONS

,gSv v¬Cr,u ohCr Uy¬ y«Jh .e· ,ǵ sg rpXv o¬«,j! u ohrc
² Sv o«,¯ x ktÀHbs v´Ttu

1.

s:ch kthbs

Daniel was told to hide his words and seal his book until the time of the end, when knowledge will increase.
In a 1962 essay, Rabbi Shimon Schwab suggested that the 168 years were consciously removed from the Jewish calendar in order to
obscure the date for the coming of Mashiach. However in 1991, Rav Schwab felt that he had to pull back from his previous position
and retract his suggestion.
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A2] EPSTEIN/DICKMAN/WILAMOVSKY - 2000 YEARS OF TORAH
In a 2006 article, the authors suggest that the Seder Olam chronology was consciously adjusted to ensure that the ‘2000 years of
Torah’ would come to an end at the formation of the Mishna.

jhanv ,unh ohpkt hba 'vru, ohpkt hba 'uvu, ohpkt hba - tnkg huv vba ohpkt ,aa :uvhkt hcs tb,

4.

:zm ihrsvbx

Chazal (at least according to one opinion) understand that the history of the world can be divided into three - 2000 years
of confusion, 2000 years of Torah and 2000 years in which Mashiach can come.

hpn vanf ohbua uhva ohtb, rus okabu /oa ,ukusd ,uchah sug ubhmn tk vz inz rjt hf /h"tn vru, vexp f"jtu
!vru, iht ohudc - ,ukdv ;eu,u rcdu sh ,kzt vtkvu zt in od /,uru, h,af vru, ,hagba ohtrunt rus asj,bu vrucdv

5.

vru, ohpkt hba vws oa .wcgh ,uvdv

R’ Yaakov Emden sees the end of the Tannaim as the end of the period of Torah as it had been taught since Moshe
Rabbeinu. After that, the focus of the Torah shifted entirely to Bavel and exile.

n"n /vru, iht ohudc vhrau vfkn ch,fsf /vru, ovc iht vrund ,ukd ktrah ukda rjt ,ntc hf iyapf ohrcsv arpk vtrbvu
rcdu hcr ,na rjt sg ,uchahv uksks,b tk ihhsgu ohtb,v rus uhv zt hf vru, ,ba ,vhn ihhsg hren hba ,hc rjt ohba c"ge
hrehn jhan hkcj hnhu jhan tck hutr inz u,ut kfc ,urmvu ,ukdv lu,n lkhtu oanu /vru, hnh ukfu ,urmv ucru ,ukdv

6.

vru, ohpkt wc vws oa twarvn twj

The Maharsha also dates the end of the 2000 years of Torah specifically to 172 years after the Second Temple, when R.
Yehuda HaNasi dies and the focus of Torah learning shifted almost entirely to Bavel with the Amoraim.

7.

We suggest that the Chachamim were concerned about the acceptance of the Mishnah. To ensure its unequivocal adoption,
they wanted the completion of the Mishnah to occur approximately 2000 years after the start of the Torah period. In this way
they were promulgating that the 2000 year interval sandwiched between Avraham at age 52 and the completion of the
Mishnah represented the era of Torah, and that the Mishnah punctuated the end of this creative Torah period. It also meant
that the amoraim who were to follow would not be included in the creative period of Torah. If this meant chronologically
shortchanging the time of the Second Temple, so be it. The author of the chronology .... was Rebbe Yosi bar Chalafta, Rebbe’s
teacher. The idea for the Mishnah did not start with Rebbe, but rather came to complete fruition with him.
A Y2K Solution to the Chronology Problem, Epstein, Dickman and Wilamovsky - Hakira Journal Vol 3 p.80

A3] RABBI MENACHEM LEIBTAG - ADJUSTMENT TO CONNECT JEWISH YEARS WITH MINYAN SHTAROT
Rabbi Leibtag suggests that Seder Olam adjusted the Jewish chronology so that the Minyan Shtarot count would be exactly 1000 years
after Yetziat Mitzrayim. That way, when the Jews used the Greek count, they would effectively also be counting from the Exodus (plus
1000 years).

,ufkn 'akau vtn htbunaj ,hc ,ufkn 'ohbunau vtn iuh ,ufkn 'vba s"k ,hcv hbpc xrp ,ufkn rnut hxuh hcr
tpkt ohbuuh ihbnk ,uryac ihc,uf vkudcu /,hcv icrjk cuaju tm lkhtu itfn 'akau vtn xusuruv

8.

k erp (rbhhk) vcr okug rsx

At the end of Seder Olam, R. Yose calculates the years of the Second Temple period. The quote is almost identical to the
one we saw in Part 1 from the Bavli. But it adds at the end that in the galut the years are counted according to minyan
shtarot - Greek Alpha1.

1. Rabbi Schwab has a different explanation of the meaning of the phrase ‘alpha’ - see above in source 2 at the bottom of ‘p191’.
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In the last two weeks we presented Seder Olam Rabbah and its chronology. We showed how its approach to texts and history
reveals a consistent methodology, if it does not match conventional dating. With all that we mentioned above, there still must
be a reason why Seder Olam skipped so much. While it is a minimalist work, there still should be justification for this course of
action. Several suggestions are given, and we will present two that seem to be the most compelling. .....
The first answer has to do with Minyan Shetarot, also known as the Seleucid era or the Anno Graecorum (“Greek year”). This is
the dating system that Jews accepted in the latter half of the Second Temple period. This count began in what we today refer to
as 312 BCE. During this year was fought the Battle of Gaza, leading to Seleucus’s successful conquering of Babylonia. The
Greeks decided that this year would be “Year One.” Along with the Seleucid Empire and other Hellenistic civilizations, the Jews
adopted the system. Throughout the Talmud there is evidence of documents being dated with respect to this year.
At first glance the year 312 BCE is not especially significant for Jewish history. The Vilna Gaon points out, though, that as per
the Seder Olam calculation, 313 BCE (the effective “Year Zero”) is found to be exactly 1,000 years after Yetziat Mitzrayim
(2448)! Because of Seder Olam, the Seleucid year was effectively sanctified. A document dated with this count to the 45th
year, for example, suddenly became synonymous with 1,045 years since Yetziat Mitzrayim. Support for this can be found in the
line at the end of Seder Olam, ‘UVeGolah Kotevin BiShtarot LeMinyan Yevanim Alfa’ - ‘and in the exile they write on Shetarot of
the Greek count (Minyan Shetarot) - One Thousand’
http://sabbahillel.blogspot.co.il/2015/05/rabbi-leibtag-shiurim-hebrew-calendar.html2

A4] RABBI MENACHEM LEIBTAG - ADJUSTMENT TO HIDE THE FAILURE OF SHIVAT TZION

10.

Another apparent justification for Seder Olam’s skipping over 165 years is the assumption that years without Jewish progress,
particularly in the context of the second Beit HaMikdash, are effectively removed from Jewish history, as they are not worthy to
have existed. This notion can explain the three sets of years which we have shown to be skipped over by Seder Olam. ......
Moving slightly forward in history, modern history reveals that the Purim story probably took place after the Second Beit
HaMikdash was already built ..... Rather than leaving the exile even after the Beit HaMikdash’s construction, Jews were living
and thriving in Shushan HaBirah. The Pasuk ‘Ish Yehudi Hayah BeShushan HaBirah UShemo Mordechai’ - ‘There was a certain
Jew in Shushan the capital, whose name was Mordechai’ (Esther 2:5), should be read with shock rather than with pride!
Mordechai is a leader in Persian politics when his nation has the ability to return to Israel. Even his name is derived from the
Persian deity Marduk.
...... By moving Achashveirosh from after Daryavesh to before Daryavesh (see previous installments to understand how this was
possible), the years of Jewish history when the Jews failed to return to Israel were effectively erased from the count.
Even well after the Mikdash was built, though, Jewish history failed to significantly progress toward the Divine goal. The
Mikdash is completed in Year 6 of Daryavesh (Ezra 6:15), after which Jewish life was weak and leaderless for several decades
until Ezra’s ascent in Year 7 of Artachshasta (Ezra 7:7).
For thematic reasons, the book of Ezra closes the gap on these years in which there was no progress. Seder Olam takes the
next step and makes it that these years never existed. Seder Olam puts these two dates immediately next to each other, thus
skipping nearly 60 years of history. Again, the purpose of this skip was to demonstrate that years in which Jewish history
stalemated are not worthy to have existed. According to Seder Olam, they effectively did not.
Seder Olam’s goal may not be primarily to give a comprehensive and precise history of all time, but rather to use history as a
tool for teaching. The book assumes that its readers were aware of history. Likely, they knew when exactly the Purim story
happened. Given this, it does not need to match up with secular dating. On the contrary, its adjusting of chronology not only
remains loyal to the literal sense of the canonized texts, it also yields two tremendous benefits – making Yetziat Mitzrayim be
the point of reference for all Jewish dating, and (on a more subtle level) teaching an important lesson about Ge’ulah and the
goals of the Jewish future, what needs to happen next.
ibid

aht ibjuh ic hxuhu vsrm aht rzguh ic hxuh :s vban ///// rnut vhv tuv /ehsmv iugnan kce ufux aht xubdhybt :d vban
///// ovn ukce ohkaurh

11.

t erp ,uct ,fxn vban

A further hint can be found in Pirkei Avot when Antigonus of Socho passes on the Mesora. But the next link - Yosi ben
Yoezer and Yose ben Yochanan are stated to have received the Mesorah from THEM3, not from him!

2. Note that this is a version of Rabbi Leibtag’s shiur written up by students. The specific wording is not approved by Rabbi Leibtag and thus may not fully reflect his intentions.
3. Rav David Tzvi Hoffman saw this as a possible hint to the missing years.
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B] A FINAL THOUGHT ON HISTORICAL TRUTH

',jt eru ,jt thv ,hruyxhvv ,ntv /yxfhyv ka ,ntv ihcu - ,hruyxhvv - ,ykjunv ,ntv ihc khscvk ubhkga ///
hubha ah otu /cta ubnna ruenv hpk – uka ,ntvu yxfhyu yxfhy kf 'yxfhyk ,sjuhn yxfhyv ka ,ntv kct
ka ,ntv kct 'hnkaurhf ut hkccf ut – ,jt er thv ,hruyxhvv ,ntv hrv 'hnkaurhvu hkccv ihc vbanv ,xrhdc
hpk vbanc txrhdv ,t vbana hnu /hnkaurhv ,ruxnf hnkaurhv ,bancu hkccv ,ruxnf hkccv ,banc thv yxfhyv
,ucr,v hpkf tyuju ,ruxn ayayn tuv hrv ',hruyxhvv ,ntv

12.

324 wng rpx ,hre - inrchk /a wr

R. Saul Lieberman points out that whilst there is only one historical truth (which we are in fact never able to 100%
identify, and which is therefore effectively hidden4 from us), there are multiple potential ‘textual truths’ which ARE
identifiable and independent. The textual truth is a legitimate access to ‘emet’ and should not be corrupted by trying to
force it into an unclear historical matrix.

C] A FINAL THOUGHT ON ACADEMIC AGENDAS

13.

A peculiar problem arises regarding the dating of events in this early part of Jewish history. Baldly put, it is very difficult to
reconcile the generally accepted systems of historical dating - and therefore the times of certain events within the system with the traditional Jewish system of dating those very events. .....
I have nothing new to add to the debate regarding this problem. I accept the traditional Jewish system of dating the events of
this period, and thus in this book, the First Temple’s destruction is dated not 516 BCE but 423 BCE .... It is the combination of
my faith in the collective memory of the Jewish people and the convenience of following such a dating system that has led me
to adopt this time sequence system in this book.
There is actually a major philosophical undercurrent involved in this matter. In my opinion, this conflict regarding the historical
dating of the beginning of the Second Commonwealth is representative of a deeper issue of faith which lies at the core of
differing perspectives of Jewish history. ..... History, unlike mathematics and other exact sciences, always contains a bit of
error, bias, misinformation, disinformation and selective reporting. Yet somehow there always emerges from this inexact
subject called history a clear and informative pattern of civilizations rising and falling, of shifting circumstances of life and
events, of changing directions and value systems. The existence of some discrepancies or conflicting evidence, therefore, is a
‘problem’, but it does not refute the entire structure. So too in the traditional Jewish chronology.
... Nevertheless, almost with a perverse glee, secular Jewish historians, and many non-Jewish historians, upon encountering
problems such as this 166-year Second Commonwealth discrepancy, have rejected as inauthentic and inaccurate the entire
traditional and Talmudic-oriented view of Jewish history.
One’s view of Jewish history depends upon one's own personal agenda of life. Therefore, people of faith and belief, who view
the Jewish story in its miraculous totality, will walk upon the paths of the Lord, and will be able to live with the apparent
inconsistencies, inexact recollections and the possibility of particular factual errors which, nonetheless, in no way change the
overall story of God and Israel. But Jews fleeing from their heritage, frightened of their past and unsure of the future, rejecting
the notion of Providence in the affairs of humans, will naturally fall and trip upon discovering any inexactitude and
discrepancy in traditional sources. The great Yiddish aphorism about life in general is that 'noone dies because of a
contradiction’. If only this would be the attitude toward Jewish history as well.
Rabbi Berel Wein, Echoes of Glory pp(x-xi)

D] FURTHER READING
• Jewish History in Conflict, Mitchel First, 1997
• The Challenge of Jewish History, Alexander Hool, 2015
• A Y2K Solution to the Chronology Problem, Epstein, Dickman and Wilomovsky - Hakira Journal Vol 3 p.675
• Universal Jewish History, Philip Biberfeld, 1948
• Comparative Jewish Chronology, Rabbi Shimon Schwab, Ateret Tzvi Jubilee Volume in honor of Rabbi Joseph Breuer (Feldheim
1962) p177 and Epilogue in Selected Speeches p281
• Fixing the History Books, Dr Chaim S Heifetz6
4. For more on this concept of ‘hidden history’ and ‘living text’ see Pachad Yitzchak, Igrot U’michtavim 30 (pp 49-52)
5. Available for download at - http://www.hakirah.org/Vol%203%20Epstein.pdf
6. Available at http://www.simpletoremember.com/other/History166.htm
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